Change Notification UK National Blood Services  No. 19 - 2017

This change applies to the Whole Blood and Components Donor Selection Guidelines

Drug Index

Please add the following drugs to the JPAC Drug Index section of the Whole Blood and Components Donor Section Guidelines:

Axorid (Ketoprofen)
Boots Period Pain Relief (Naproxen)
Clotam (Tolfenamic Acid)
Eccoxtolac (Etodolac)
Enstar (Diclofenac)
Etophan (Etodolac)
Etopan (Etodolac)
Feminax express (Ibuprofen)
Feminax Ultra (Naproxen)
Galpharm Migraine Relief (Ibuprofen)
Ibucalm (Ibuprofen)
Stirlescent (Naproxen)
Tolmenic Acid
Vimovo (Naproxen)

Reason for Change

The drugs listed in the “non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs” section of the on-line BNF were compared with the Drug Index in the Whole Blood and Components section of the JPAC website. Some additional drug names need to be added to the JPAC Drug Index:
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